Predicting Implicit Discourse Relations with Purely Distributed Representations
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Abstract. Discourse relations between two consecutive segments play an important role in many natural language processing (NLP) tasks. However, a large portion of the discourse relations are implicit and difficult to detect due to the absence of connectives. Traditional detection approaches utilize discrete features, such as words, clusters and syntactic production rules, which not only depend strongly on the linguistic resources, but also lead to severe data sparseness. In this paper, we instead propose a novel method to predict the implicit discourse relations based on the purely distributed representations of words, sentences and syntactic features. Furthermore, we learn distributed representations for different kinds of features. The experiments show that our proposed method can achieve the best performance in most cases on the standard data sets.
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1 Introduction

Automatic discourse relation recognition is an important task of discourse analysis, and it is beneficial to many NLP applications such as question answering, sentiment analysis and information retrieval. For instance, contingency relation detection can improve question answering systems and event relation extraction. Contrast relation recognition can eliminate intra-sentence polarity ambiguities.

Discourse relations can be grouped into explicit and implicit relations according to whether there are relation connectives. Connectives play a crucial role in inference of explicit discourse relations. For example, “but” is a strong indicative for COMPARE relation while “and” for EXPANSION. In fact, previous studies [1] show that just using discourse connectives can achieve 94% accuracy for explicit relation classification. In contrast, implicit discourse relations are much more difficult to be determined due to the absence of evident relation cues. In the natural texts, sentences without connectives account for a large proportion. For instance, about 39.54% of the total discourse relations are annotated as implicit in Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB). Consequently, researchers mainly focus on implicit relation recognition.

To solve this issue, prior work resorted to explore diverse linguistically informed features, which started with lexical features introduced by [2], and then syntactic features were proved more effective [3][4]. Subsequent work focused on introducing more
features [5][6] or selecting an optimal feature set [7]. These features are usually acquired by the help of external linguistic resources. For instance, word’s polarity features are assigned according to its attribution in the Multi-perspective Question Answering Opinion Corpus, and inquirer tags are extracted from General Inquirer lexicon. WordNet features, verb class, affect features are leveraged as well.

The traditional methods introduced above for implicit relation classification face two major challenges. Firstly, they strongly depend on the external linguistic lexicons, which lack the generalization of the approaches for different languages. Taking the Inquirer tags feature as an example, the number of words which can’t find the corresponding semantic categories in General Inquirer lexicon is more than 10,000, accounting for around 40% of the whole words in PDTB.

Secondly, all of the traditional methods adopt discrete features which lead to severe data sparsity and cannot explore the similarities between discrete features. More than 10,000 production rules and 100,000 word pairs can be extracted from the PDTB even though a frequency threshold 5 has been used. [6][8][9] attempted to make the features less sparse. For example, [9] employed the Brown word clusters. These approaches can alleviate the data sparse problem to some extent, but they are still based on discrete features and cannot take full advantage of the similarities between discrete features.

In this paper, we propose a novel method based on the purely distributed representations. Our goal is to learn the low-dimensional dense vector representations for the discrete features from words, sub-sentence to syntactic production rules. Furthermore, we explore different algorithms for representation learning, such as deep neural networks (DNN) and principle component analysis (PCA).

With the learnt distributed representations, we then design an ensemble model to investigate different kinds of incorporation of the features in different levels.

We make the following contributions in this paper.

– Instead of discrete features, we propose a novel method of implicit discourse relation classification using only the purely distributed representations.
– We have explored the representation learning for different level features, from words, part-of-speech (POS), sentences to syntactic production rules. In addition, we apply different algorithms to learn different presentations for different kinds of discrete features.
– We have designed an ensemble model to explore various combinations of the distributed representations in different levels. The experiments show that we can obtain the best performance in most cases on the standard test sets. Figure 1 shows the framework of our method.

2 Related Work

2.1 Implicit Discourse Relation Recognition

Marcu and Echihabi [10] presented an unsupervised approach to identify discourse relations trained on a huge artificial corpus with the word pair features. Their training data was generated manually from raw corpora by detecting certain patterns based on
cue phrases. For example, if there is a word “but” between two successive sentences, the sentence pairs are extracted as CONTRAST instance after removing the discourse connectives. They showed lexical features are effective for identifying discourse relations.

This work was followed by [11]. They performed an experiment to recognize discourse relations in Japanese by combining word pairs and phrasal patterns. A phrasal pattern explores the information existing in longer context beyond two sentence pairs. For instance, the pattern “…should have done…” immediately following “…did…” can intensely imply the discourse relation is CONTRAST.

Pitler et al. [2] is the first study to infer implicit discourse relations on natural data. They compared the performance of various types of word pair features, and explored the utility of several linguistically informed features including polarity tags, inquirer tags, verb classes and modality, showing lexical features are useful for recognizing implicit discourse relations. Lin et al. [3] is the first to introduce syntactic features, specifically, constituent parse features and dependency parse features. They presented an implicit discourse relation classifier on Level 2 types in the PDTB using syntactic and lexical features. [12] extended this work by applying tree kernel method to the syntactic features. [4] proposed a method that uses the language models to automatically predict implicit connectives. [13] extended this work by integrating various linguistically informed features. Park et al. [7] optimized the combination of lexical and syntactic features and achieved a solid performance.

Subsequence works focused on settling the data sparsity problem. [6] aggregated lexical feature by re-weighting word pairs. [8] introduced the simplification of the parse tree to relieve the sparsity of syntactic features. [9] employed Brown cluster to generate more compact word pair features, reducing the feature size from quadratic in the vocabulary to $3200^2$. To date, [14] manifested the best results by training the model with elaborately collected explicit discourse relation data.

Compared to the previous work, we resort to the purely distributed representations of these discrete features. In this way, we can not only alleviate the data sparsity problem to a large extent, but also fully explore the similarities between the discrete features.
2.2 Distributed Representations

Word embeddings as a kind of distributed representations for words have shown successful applications in many NLP tasks including statistical language modeling, machine translation, named entity recognition, semantic role labeling, syntactical parsing and word sense disambiguation. By projecting words from one-hot representation onto a much lower dimensional vector space, we can obtain the denser representations of words which have been proved contains more semantic information; vectors that are close to each other are shown to be semantically related.

Phrase and sentence distributed representations attracted much attention in recent years [15, 16] applied convolutional neural networks with shallow architectures to learn sentence distributed representations for classification. This model consists of a local convolution layer and a global max-pooling layer over sentence.

Inspired by the above methods, we propose to learn appropriate distributed representations of the discrete features in different levels. Besides the surface level words and sentences, we also try to present the POS and syntactic production rules in the dense continuous vector space. In addition to the neural network based approaches, we also apply other algorithms, such as PCA, to learn the distributed representations.

3 Overview of the Penn Discourse Treebank

The Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB) is the largest available discourse corpus annotated on 2,312 Wall Street Journal (WSJ) articles, where there are 40,600 instances with five main types of discourse relation labels: Explicit, Implicit, AltLex, EntRel and NoRel. The senses of discourse relations are organized into a hierarchical structure in which the top level contains four major classes: “COMPARISON”, “CONTINGENCY”, “EXPANSION” and “TEMPORAL”. The next two levels consist of more fine-grained relation types. PDTB provides an available resource for analyzing discourse structure and detecting discourse relations.

A discourse relation instance has two components: the substring bounded by the connective is called Arg2, the remainder is Arg1. There are natural connectives such as “but”, “because”, “and” in explicit discourse relations, while for implicit relations, the connectives are manually inserted. Here we give an example of implicit discourse relation in PDTB style: Implicit connectives are in small caps. For the arguments, Arg1 is presented in italics, and Arg2 in bold.

Comparison: A figure above 50 indicates the economy is likely to expand, Implicit \( \neq \) WHILE one below 50 indicates a contraction may be ahead.

4 Distributed Representation Learning

The focus of our method is to learn the better representation of the semantic and syntactic features of the argument pairs for implicit discourse relation recognition without any external lexicons. The previous methods exploring discrete features (words, clusters and syntactic production rules) suffer from data sparsity problem and cannot fully use the similarity between words. We attempt to learn distributed representations for
each kind of discrete features from words, sentence to deep syntactic features. We will explain our feature learning methods in detail below.

4.1 Representation Learning for Words/Word-Pairs

Lexical words are usually the most important features for NLP classification tasks. In implicit discourse relation recognition, almost all of the previous approaches have employed the lexical features which were proved to be effective since the work of [1]. All of the lexical feature templates are combinations of surface words, such as bigrams and skip-bigrams. Following the previous work, we focus on the most popular two types of lexical feature templates: word-pair and first-last-first3, which are explained below.

Word-pair: any skip-bigram in which the first word is located in Arg1 and the second word appears in Arg2. For the sentence of Comparison relation given in section 3, we can extract “A” and “one” from Arg1 and Arg2 respectively, therefore, (A, one) is a word pair feature of this sentence.

First-Last-First3: the first, the last and the first trigram in Arg1 and Arg2 along with the pair of the first words in Arg1 and Arg2, the pair of the last words in Arg1 and Arg2. We use an example to clarify this kind of feature. Regarding the sentence in Comparison relation given in section 3, the first-last-first3 feature can be expressed as: (A, one, expand, ahead, A, figure_above, one_below_50, A, one, expand_ahead).

In spite of the validity of word pairs and first-last-first3, this kind of discrete lexical features heavily suffered from sparsity problem. For example, when we set a cutoff number of 5 to remove the infrequent word pairs, we can still extracted 123,472 word pairs in total. We aim to learn dense continuous representations to alleviate the data sparsity and explore the similarities between words, instead of regarding them as independent tokens. We investigate two directions: one is matrix factorization based methods such as Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA), and the other is neural network based approaches such as word2vec.

Word2vec first randomly initialize each word with a fixed low-dimensional real-valued vector. Then, in the continuous vector space, it uses the context vectors to predict the central word or utilizes the central word vector to predict the context words. The word embeddings are optimized to maximize the likelihood of the large-scale monolingual data. As the training data PDTB is very limited, we employ other unlabeled monolingual data to enrich the training set so that we can obtain the accurate word embeddings.

With the learnt word embeddings, we concatenate them to form the representation of trigrams and other combination of lexical words. However, it is difficult to represent the word pair feature. Since sentences in different length contain different number of word pairs, concatenation of word embeddings cannot lead to a fixed-length vector representation. We thus resort to PCA.

PCA is a simple unsupervised linear algebra algorithm which can reduce a sophisticated feature matrix to a low-dimensional representation. PCA is widely used for optimal feature extraction and data compression because of the ability to uncover simplified structures that often underlie it. Therefore, we employ PCA to transform traditional one-hot vectors used in the prior work to a low-dimensional real-valued vector repre-
sentation. Through a linear transformation matrix $P$, PCA can project an original data set $X$ into a new set $Y$:

$$ PX = Y $$ (1)

Here, $X$ denotes discrete surface features such as word pairs (as well as first-last-first3) in binary vector whose dimension is the vocabulary size of word pairs, and $Y$ denotes dense distributed representations whose dimension can be adjusted.

### 4.2 Representation Learning for Sentences

To determine the implicit relation between Arg1 and Arg2, the ideal method is to acquire the semantic meaning of these two sub-sentences respectively. However, it is impossible to represent the meaning of (sub-)sentences using discrete variables due to the severe data sparsity. Previous methods did not consider the sub-sentence or sentence level features. In this work, we plan to explore the effectiveness of distributed representations of (sub-)sentences.

There are several neural network based approaches to perform sentence embedding. In this work, we try two simple but effective methods: Paragraph Vector (sent2vec) [17] and convolutional neural network (CNN) [18].

Paragraph Vector is the augmentation of word2vec. Based on word2vec, the sentence embedding is also employed to predict the target word. After the optimization of the same objective as word2vec, we can get the final sentence embeddings. In order to obtain the distributed representation of Arg1 and Arg2, we also regard them as single sentences during Paragraph Vector training.

Consisting of the convolution and pooling layers, CNN provides a standard architecture which maps variable-length sentences into fixed-size distributed vectors. The CNN model takes as input the sequence of word embeddings, summarizes the sentence meaning by convolving the sliding window and pooling the saliency through the sentence, and yields the fixed-length distributed vector with other layers, such as dropout layer and fully-connected layers.

Given a sentence $w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_t, \ldots, w_T$, each word $w_t$ is first projected into a vector $x_t$. Then, we concatenate all the vectors to form the input $X=[x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_t, \ldots, x_T]$.

**Convolution Layer** involves a number of filters $W \in R^{h \times k}$ which summarize the information of $h$-word window and produce a new feature. For the window of $h$ words $X_{t+h-1}$ a filter $F_l$ $(1 \leq l \leq L)$ generates the feature $y_l^t$ as follows:

$$ y_l^t = f(WX_{t:t+h-1} + b) $$ (2)

When a filter traverses each window from $X_{1:h-1}$ to $X_{T-h+1:T}$, we get the output of the feature map: $y^t = [y_1^t, y_2^t, \ldots, y_l^T]$, $(y^t \in R^{T-h+1})$. Note that the sentences differ from each other in length $T$, and then $y^t$ has different dimensions for different sentences. It becomes a key question how to transform the variable-length vector $y^t$ into a fixed-size vector.

**Pooling Layer** is designed to perform this task. In most cases, we apply a standard max-over-time pooling operation over $y^t$ and choose the maximum value $\hat{y}^t = \max\{y^t\}$.
With L filters, the dimension of the pooling layer output will be L. Using two layers of fully-connected linear layers, we obtain a fixed-length output representation.

The final fixed-length sentence representation is used to classify the implicit discourse relations in PDTB. Since the labeled training data in PDTB is not adequate, the learnt sentence embedding with CNN may be not good enough. We will combine this sentence representation with the distributed representations of other kinds of features, such as word-level and syntactic-level features.

4.3 Representation Learning for Syntactic Features

To infer the implicit relation between Arg1 and Arg2, the structure difference between them may provide some clues. We thus consider two types of syntactic features and learn their distributed representations respectively. The first type is POS tags and the second one is syntactic production rules extracted from the constituent parse tree such as $S \rightarrow NP \ VP$, $VB \rightarrow \text{"have"}$. For POS tags, we learn their distributed representations in the same way as we have done in word embedding. After POS tagging of the training data, we just retain the POS sequence for each sentence and adopt word2vec/Paragraph Vector to obtain their low-dimensional real-valued vectors.

For syntactic production rules, we first simplify the rules by splitting a rule with more than one child into unary rules following [19]. For example, $S \rightarrow NP \ VP$ becomes $S \rightarrow NP$ and $S \rightarrow VP$. [19] showed that this heuristic can get an average of 1.04% F-score improvement. For these production rules, we apply both PCA and word2vec to learn their distributed representations. When applying PCA, we collect all the production rules appearing in Arg1, Arg2 and the whole sentence, and then form a binary vector whose dimension is the vocabulary size of production rules. PCA will transform this high-dimensional binary vector into a low-dimensional real-valued vector. When applying word2vec, we should first transform the set of production rules in a sentence into a unique sequence. To achieve this goal, we use breadth-first traversal to transform a constituent parse tree into a unique sequence of production rules (e.g. $S \rightarrow NP$). Each production rule is considered as a single token and the sequence is fed to word2vec.

5 Ensemble Learning for Implicit Discourse Relation Classification

In the previous section, we investigate the distributed representation learning for words, sentences and syntactic features with different methods (e.g. PCA, word2vec and CNN). Each kind of distributed representation can be regarded as a different view of the sentence (Arg1 and Arg2) considered. We attempt to integrate all the distributed features by ensemble learning. The ensemble learning methods can be categorized into two types based on fixed rules and trained methods. Fixed rules, such as voting rule, combine the individual outputs in a fixed manner. On the other hand, trained methods, such as weighted combination, combine outputs via training on a development dataset.

In weighted combination, the final score for class j can be expressed as follow:
where \( O_j \) denote the final score for class \( j \), \( w_k \) denote the weight of feature \( k \), \( o_{kj} \) denote the score of feature \( k \) for class \( j \). We intuitively assign the F1 score of feature \( k \) on development dataset to \( w_k \).

6 Experiment

6.1 Experimental Settings

Following the previous work \cite{2, 4, 14} on implicit relation inference, we use sections 2-20 of PDTB as training data, sections 0-1 as development set and sections 21-22 as test set.

It should be noted that the data preparation for EXPANSION relations follows the work of \cite{4, 14}. It is different from the work of \cite{2} in which they regarded EntRel relation as a part of EXPANSION.

The distribution of implicit discourse relations in PDTB is highly skewed, especially for COMPARISON and TEMPORAL, which only occupy 15.06\% and 5.72\% of the total. \cite{2} randomly chose the negative instances to balance the number of positive, but this down-sampling approach was proved throwing away useful information. \cite{19} presented several strategies to address this problem by including down-sampling, up-sampling and weight-cost. The experiments showed that weight-cost is better than re-sampling. \cite{9} employed a similar method as weight-cost by re-weighting the instance in each class so that the positive and negative classes acquire the same weights in total. We adopt this method in our experiments to achieve balance between positive and negative instances.

For evaluating effect of syntactic feature in real-world data, we didn’t use the gold standard parse results provided by the Penn Treebank. Our constituent parse results are obtained by Stanford Parser, and POS tags are generated by nltk package. We also employ lowercasing, stemming and tokenization. Additionally, when we are training with discrete features, we follow the previous methods and remove the discrete features whose occurrence number lower than a cut-off, which is 3, 5, and 5 for first-last-first3, words pairs and production rules respectively.

When we learn distributed representations with word2vec and sent2vec models, we remove the words and production rules which only appear once in the dataset. To enlarge the data scale for word/sent2vec training, we employ a large-scale unlabeled monolingual data from Reuters. From the raw Reuters data, we choose only the sentences in which all the words should appear in PDTB so as to avoid noise. The chosen Reuters corpus contains 1.7 billion tokens and 67.2 million sentences.

We have studied the effects of parameter set in word/sent2vec including the dimension of vectors, the size of context windows, the number of negative sample tokens and the learning rate. We found that the dimension of vector has a significant influence on the final performance, and 25 is a satisfactory size. To make a fair comparison, the dimension of the vectors acquired via PCA is set the same as word/sent2vec.
For CNN, we use one convolution layer, one max-pooling layer, one dropout layer and two fully-connected linear layers. We adopt sigmoid function for non-linear projection. In the convolution layer, we set the window h=3 and employ F=100 filters. We set the dropout ratio 0.5 in the dropout layer. The dimension of two fully-connected layers is set 50 and the output length is set 25.

Given the distributed representations, we compare the performance between SVM from libsvm and MaxEnt from MALLET. We found that these two classifiers perform similarly. Our experimental results that we reported in this paper are obtained by linear model in SVM with the parameters set to default values.

6.2 Experimental Results

In this section, we try to answer four questions: 1) whether distributed representation is better than discrete features in implicit relation recognition; 2) which kinds of features are more effective; 3) which method for distributed representation learning performs better; and 4) whether can our method surpass the best reported results. The detailed experimental results listed in Table 1 can answer the first three questions. We can see from Table 1 that distributed representations can substantially outperform the discrete features in most cases. The largest improvement can be up to 16.43 F1-score for CONTINGENCY relation inference using syntactic production rules.

When we focus on the rows in Table 1, we can find that different kinds of features contribute very differently to the final performance. Overall, the syntactic features perform stably over the four relations and achieve the best performance in most cases. The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPARISON</th>
<th>CONTINGENCY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
<td>Disc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word Pair</td>
<td>26.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-Last-First3</td>
<td>25.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word-sentence</td>
<td>27.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production Rules</td>
<td>27.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POS</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXPANSION</th>
<th>TEMPORAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
<td>Disc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word Pair</td>
<td>60.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-Last-First3</td>
<td>56.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word-sentence</td>
<td>59.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production Rules</td>
<td>60.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POS</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The performance (F1-score) of discrete and distributed feature on recognition four classes of implicit discourse relations. Disc. denotes discrete features, P.V. denotes the distributed feature acquired by Paragraph vector model (can perform word2vec and sent2vec). Scores marked by "*" are significantly better (p < 0.05; t-test) than counterpart discrete features.
sentence-level features can obtain good performance as well, indicating that representations of Arg1, Arg2 and the whole sentence are helpful in implicit relation recognition.

When we look at the columns in Table 1, we will see that word/sent2vec wins 3 out of 4 relation recognition tasks. The exception is the EXPANSION relation task, in which CNN performs best.

The final ensemble results shown in Table 2 answers the last question. In ensemble learning, we apply the weighted combination approach. We investigate three-level ensemble models: we first ensemble features learnt by word/sent2vec models because they perform best in Table 1. Then we add PCA method. Finally, we combine all the distributed features learnt by word/sent2vec, PCA and CNN. The experimental results in Table 2 tell us that our method can achieve the best performance in three out of three relation recognition tasks when compared to the state-of-the-art approaches using discrete features. It gets the improvement over the state-of-the-art by 1.34, 1.31 and 1.7 F-score respectively. In the COMPARISON task, we also obtain a competitive result. These results demonstrate that our ensemble method with distributed representations is very promising for implicit discourse relation inference.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Com. vs Not</th>
<th>Con. vs Not</th>
<th>Exp. vs Not</th>
<th>Tem. vs Not</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pitler et al. (2009)</td>
<td>21.96</td>
<td>47.13</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhou et al. (2010)</td>
<td>31.79</td>
<td>47.16</td>
<td>65.95</td>
<td>20.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutherford and Xue (2014)</td>
<td>39.70</td>
<td>54.42</td>
<td>70.23</td>
<td>28.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutherford and Xue (2015)</td>
<td><strong>41.00</strong></td>
<td>53.80</td>
<td>69.41</td>
<td>33.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.V.</td>
<td>40.55</td>
<td>53.52</td>
<td>67.67</td>
<td><strong>35.00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.V.+PCA</td>
<td>39.10</td>
<td><strong>55.14</strong></td>
<td>69.46</td>
<td>28.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.V.+PCA+CNN</td>
<td>38.52</td>
<td>54.15</td>
<td><strong>70.71</strong></td>
<td>31.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Experimental results of our system.

6.3 Discussion

Distributed representations learned by word/sent2vec and CNN model outperform the discrete features by a larger margin, and achieve the best results against the state-of-the-art except the relation of Expansion. We analyze the gap of F1 score in Expansion relation and find that the majority of performance comes from the polarity tag features used in the prior work. It is verified by [2, 6] that polarity tags have a remarkable effect for inferring Expansion relations, while our model seems insensitive to polarity. For example, by calculating the cosine distance between the word vectors trained by word2vec, “good” is most similar to “bad”. Similarly, others include “better” to “worse”, “positive” to “negative” and “can” to “cannot”. The reason is that we use context-based models and these words share the similar contexts.

Table 1 shows that principal component analysis (PCA), acquire substantially improvement over discrete counterpart. And the distributed representations learned by PCA achieve a similar performance to word/sent2vec model except for TEMPORAL
relation, verifying the finding of [20] that word2vec is proved actually implicitly factorization of word-context matrix. F1 score decline for TEMPORAL relation may be due to the smallest proportion of TEMORAL instances in the whole dataset.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have proposed a novel method for implicit discourse relation recognition using purely distributed representations without relying on any external linguistic resources, such as WordNet. We presented different approaches (e.g. word2vec, CNN and PCA) to learn distributed vectors for discrete features in different levels from words, sentences to syntactic features. Finally, we adopted the ensemble learning algorithm to integrate all of the distributed representations in various linguistic levels.

The experimental results show that dense low-dimensional representations have advantage over sparse discrete counterparts. Our final system obtain the best performance for CONTINGENCY, EXPANSION and TEMPORAL relations, while keeps competitive in COMPARISON relation compared to the state-of-the-art methods. In the future, we will devote ourselves to encode more linguistically features into distributed representation and explore more effective method to learn long-distance dependency of the syntax and semantics.
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